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1. Safty instructions 
 
FOR SAFE AND EFFICIENT OPERATION 
 
Be careful with heat and extreme temperatureAvoid exposing it  
to direct rays of the sun or near a heating appliance. 
 Not put it in a temperature bellow 41°F /5°C, or exceeding 95°F 
/35°C. 
 
Keep away from humidity, water and dust 
Do not place the set in a location with high humidity or lots of 
dust.  
Containers with water should not be placed on the set. 
 
Keep away from sources of hum and noise 
Such as transformer motor, tuner, TV set and amplifier. 
 
To avoid placing on un-stable location 
Select a level and stable location to avoid vibration. 
 
Do not use chemicals or volatile liquids for cleaning 
Use a clean dry cloth to wipe off the dust, or a wet soft cloth for 
stubborn dirt. 
 
If out of work, contact sales agency immediately 
Any troubles arose, remove the power plug soon, and contact  
with an engineer for repairing, do not open the cabinet by 
yourself, it might result a 
 danger of electric shock. 
 
Take care with the power cable 
Never pull the power cable to remove the plug from the 
receptacle, be sure  
to hold the plug. When not using the player for an extended period of 
time  
be sure to disconnect the plug from the receptacle. 
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Overhead Rigging 
 
This Item must be built in a way that it can hold 10 times more of 
its weight for 1 hour without causing any damages. 
The installation must be secured with a secondary safety 
attachment. The safety attachment has to be constructed in a 
way that no part of the installation can fall down 
When rigging, de-rigging or servicing the fixture staying in the 
area below the installation place, on bridges, under high working 
places and other endangered areas is forbidden. 
Before taking the device in operation, the installation must be 
approved by an expert. 
The operator has to make sure that safety-relating and machine-
technical installations are approved by a skilled person once a 
year. 
 
 
 
Procedure: 
 
The Device must be installed outside areas where persons may 
walk by or be seated. 
 
IMPORTANT! OVERHEAD RIGGING REQUIRES EXTENSIVE 
EXPERIENCE, including (but not limited to) calculating working 
load limits, installation material being used, and periodic safety 
inspection of all installation material and the projector. If you lack 
these qualifications, do not attempt the installation yourself, but 
instead use a professional structural rigger. Improper installation 
can result in bodily injury and/or damage to property. 
 
Use only professional trussing systems if the Item shall be 
lowered from the ceiling or high joists. Never let the Device swing 
freely in a room. 
 
 
Caution: Overhead Items may cause serious injuries when 
crashing down!! If there is concern about the safety then DO 
NOT INSTALL the Device!!!! 
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DANGER OF FIRE! 
When installing the device, make sure there is no highly-
inflammable Material (decoration articles, etc.) within a distance 
of min. 0.5 m. 
 
 
Mount the projector with the mounting-bracket to your trussing 
system using an appropriate clamp. 
For overhead use, always install a safety-rope that can hold at 
least 12 times the weight of the fixture. You must only use safety-
ropes with quick links with screw cap. Pull the safety-rope 
through the hole in the mounting-bracket and over the trussing 
system or a safe fixation spot. Insert the end in the quick link and 
tighten the safety screw. 
The maximum drop distance must never exceed 20 cm. 
A safety rope which already held the strain of a crash or which is 
defective must not be used again. 
Adjust the desired inclination-angle via the mounting-bracket and 
tighten the fixation screws. 
 
DANGER TO LIFE! 
Before taking into operation for the first time, the installation has 
to be approved by an expert! 
 
 
Power Connection 
 
!! CAUTION !! 
 
Never leave this device running unattended!! Every person that 
is involved with this Item has to be qualified!!  
 
Connect item with the main plug. The voltage and frequency 
must exactly be the same as stated on the device. The power 
plug must always be inserted without force. 
 
Cleaning and Maintenance 
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Please make sure that safety-relating and machine-technical 
installations are inspected by a skilled person once a year.  
 

1. Make sure before installing that all screws are tightly 
connected and not corroded.  

2. There must be no deformations on the housings, fixations 
and installations spots. 

3. No damages must be showed on the power supply 
cables, material fatigue and sediments.  

 
If the device is going to be cleaned, please use moist, lint free 
cloths. Never use alcohol or solvents!! 
The cooling fan must be cleaned monthly! 
To clean the interior of the device please use a vacuum cleaner 
or an air jet.  
We recommend cleaning the lenses weekly to keep the light 
output as long as possible.  
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2. Unit 
The Fusion is a LED bar developed for wall, background, stage and 
ambient lighting.  

 

2.1. Rear Side 
 

 
1.) Bracket for mounting ( M10 Screw) 
2.) M10 Screw 
3.) Rail to adjust the bracket 
4.) Control panel 
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2.2. Control panel 
 

 
1.) DMX output  5 pin 
2.) DMX output 3 pin 
3.) DMX input 5 pin 
4.) DMX Input 3 pin 
5.) Data input for software updates 
6.) Mode button 
7.) Up button 
8.) Down button 
9.) Enter button 
10.) LC Display 
11.) PowerCon input 
12.) PowerCon output 
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3. Operation ans settings 
The operations on the unit are taking place on the digital display. 
The settings can be changed comfortably by the 4 buttons under the 
display. 
 

3.1. Setup 
- Push the UP or DOWN button until SETUP SETINGS appears 

in the   display. 
- Confirm by pressing ENTER to enter the submenu 
- In the submenu you can choose between the menus by 

pressing the UP or DOWN button, confirm the submenu by 
pressing ENTER. By pressing MODE you are able to leave the 
menu. 

 

3.1.1. Display 
Here you can determine if the display shall stay on or off 
steady. 
Press the UP or DOWN button until ON or OFF is marked with 
a little star. Confirm with ENTER. If ON is marked the display 
will stay on steady. If OFF is marked the display will stay off 
steady after 10 seconds. 

 

3.1.2. DMX 
Here you can decide how the unit reacts after the DMX Signal 
is lost. 
Press the UP or DOWN button until FREEZE or BLACKOUT 
appears in the display. Confirm your choice with ENTER. 
FREEZE means that the last released DMX signal will be kept. 
BLACKOUT means that the unit shuts down the light when the 
DMX signal is lost. 
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3.1.3. Master 
Set up the maximum light output of the Fusion. 
 
Press ENTER to change the value. Press the UP or DOWN 
button to set up the maximum light output from 0 to 100%. 
Confirm with ENTER. This setting can not be overwritten by the 
DMX signal. It has the highest priority. 

 

3.1.4. Red 
Set up the maximum light output of the colour red. 
 
Press ENTER to change the value. Press the UP or DOWN 
button to set up the maximum light output from 0 to 100%. 
Confirm with ENTER. This setting can not be overwritten by the 
DMX signal. It has the highest priority. 

 

3.1.5. Green 
Set up the maximum light output of the colour green. 
 
Press ENTER to change the value. Press the UP or DOWN 
button to set up the maximum light output from 0 to 100%. 
Confirm with ENTER. This setting can not be overwritten by the 
DMX signal. It has the highest priority. 

 

3.1.6. Blue 
Set up the maximum light output of the colour blue. 
 
Press ENTER to change the value. Press the UP or DOWN 
button to set up the maximum light output from 0 to 100%. 
Confirm with ENTER. This setting can not be overwritten by the 
DMX signal. It has the highest priority. 

 

3.1.7. Reset to default 
Press ENTER to reset the unit to the default settings. 
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3.1.8. LED PCB 
Shows the temperature of the LED board. If the temperature is 
higher than 75°C, the unit regulates down the light output until 
the temperature is within the working temperature. 

 

3.1.9. Software version 
Shows the actual software version. 

 

3.2. DMX control 
- Press the UP or DOWN button until DMX MODE SETUP 

appears in the display. 
- Confirm with ENTER to enter the submenu. 
- In the submenu you can choose between the menus by 

pressing the UP or DOWN button, confirm the submenu by 
pressing ENTER. By pressing MODE you are able to leave the 
menu. The display is blinking if there is no DMX signal. 

 

3.2.1. DMX modes 
In this menu you can select the control channel quantity and the 
excitation. 
You can set up also the DMX mode (MODE) and the DMX address 
(ADD) 
 
- with the UP or DOWN button you can choose MODE or ADD 
- Choose a function and press ENTER. Now set up the desired 

value by pressing the UP or DOWN button and confirm again 
with ENTER. In this way you can proceed with every set up 
possibility.  

 
The DMX modes are like the following diagram shows. 
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3.2.2. Master mode 
The master mode has not to be set up. It is automatically 
started in the automatic program, the music control or in the 
manual control. It’s important to make sure that the other 
plugged units are working in the slave mode, and that there is 
only one master unit in the line. 
 

3.2.3. Slave mode  
In this mode the unit reacts congruent to the master unit. If you 
have plugged a few units into one line and connected them by 
using a DMX cable, you are able to make one unit to be the 
master. In this unit you can change your settings, and all other 
units in the slave mode will follow you master instructions. 

 

3.3. Automatic program 
- Press the UP or DOWN button until AUTOMATIC MODE  

appears in the display. 
- Confirm with ENTER to enter the submenu 
- Here you can obtain the predefined programs (PROG) and the 

speed of them (SPEED).You can choose PROG or SPEED by 
pressing the UP or DOWN button. You will find a program 
overview in the chapter “reference”  

- Choose one of the functions and press ENTER. Then set up 
the desired value by pressing the UP or DOWN button and 
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confirm again with ENTER. In the same way you can go on with 
the other values 

- By pressing MODE you are able to leave the menu. 
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3.4. Sound control 
- Press the UP or DOWN button until SOUND MODE appears in 

the display. 
- Confirm by pressing ENTER to enter the submenu 
- Here you can choose the submenu SOUND to choice the 

sound active programs or you can choose SENS to set up the 
sensitivity of the built in microphone. Use the UP or DOWN 
button to choose SENS or SOUND 

- Choose one of the functions and confirm with ENTER. Set up 
the desired value by pressing the UP or DOWN button and 
confirm again with ENTER. Go on with the set up in the same 
way 

- By pressing MODE you are able to leave the menu. 

3.5. Manual colour control 
 

- Press the UP or DOWN button until CIOLOUR SELECT 
appears in the display 

- Confirm by pressing ENTER to enter the submenu. In this 
menu your are able to control manual the colours red green 
and blue  

- With the UP or DOWN button you can take your choice 
between R, G and B. 

- Choose one of the functions and press ENTER to confirm. Set 
up the desired value by pressing the UP or DOWN button and 
confirm again with ENTER. Go on with the set up in the same 
way. 

- By pressing MODE you are able to leave the menu. 
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4. Reference 

4.1. DMX channel chart 
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4.2. Programs 
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4.3. Menu structure 
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4.4. Technical data 
 
 
 

Power supply:  AC 90V-260V 50/60Hz 
Power consumption:    Max.110W  
LEDs:        20x3W 3 in 1 RGB 
Beam angle:   10° (NSP) 
Weight: 8 KG 
Measurements: 1008 x 104 x 152mm 
Ambient temperature:  0°C/40°C  
Protection class: IP-20 
DMX protocol: DMX 512 
Connectors: XLR 3 Pin  IN / OUT 

XLR 5 Pin  IN / OUT 
PowerCon  IN / OUT 
RJ45 

Colour: Black 
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Imported by 
B&K Braun GmbH 
76307 Karlsbad 

Germany 
 

Phone: +49(0)7248 912 0 
Fax: +49(0)7248 912 22 
Email: info@bkbraun.com 

www.bkbraun.com 
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